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For God gave us a spirit not of fear but of power and love and selfcontrol. 2 Timothy 1:7
We know that for thousands of years, countless people have been
accusing Adam and Eve. Now you are becoming new ancestors.
Will you be ancestors who will be accused by your descendants, or
ancestors of blessing who will be glorified? You are standing at these
crossroads. Adam and Eve are accused because they failed to stand in the
public position. Surely they would be free from accusation today had they followed a sacrificial and more
public path.
You must know that you are standing in such a similar situation. As such, you should always be thinking
that you are representing three ages. For this reason, you have to realize that the spirit world is in your
hands and that your ancestors are at your mercy. If we gather the past, present and future together, and
lead them, they will come running to you. We must accomplish that mission. CSG 730
Dear
At the beginning of Sunday's service, Hyung Jin Nim asked us all to pray for President Trump and for
first responders, doctors and nurses, police, firemen, etc. None of us who believe in Christ are afraid of
death. We are here to do God's will. The early disciples willingly died because of their faith and love for
Jesus.
Many small business centers are struggling with mandatory government curfews and shutdowns in
response to the Coronavirus scare. Small and medium size businesses comprise more than half of the US
economy. Such business ventures are based on the gifts and talents given to each by God. We should be
able to keep the fruits of their labor.
America's founding fathers were willing to die to defend the nation. Leftist governors are exercising
wartime powers, which are not constitutional. Women are two times more likely to vote for leftists, but
Godly women (such as those who are married) know that liberty is more important than safety. We need
to be just as concerned about the safety of the nation founded on God's principles.

The Curse on Tyre (Sanctuary Church Sunday Service 3/22/20)
We all have a 100% chance that we will die. The real question is how we lived. Did we live for God's
purpose and will? If so, since we stand on God's winning side, we are already winning.
When the state takes away freedom, it is hard to get it back. After the 9/11 attack, the Patriot act allowed
permanent detention without trial by jury. In 2012 the FBI designated Ron Paul supporters, Christians and
gun owners as potential terrorists. That is how the British designated George Washington and the patriots
of the American revolution.
Sergeant Nick Mazza who conducted the Church Preparedness Course the previous Sunday shared his

observation that the problems of all law enforcement officers he knows who became corrupt started with
sexual problems. The Deep State operates through blackmail of those engaged in "bad sex." Since they
don't believe in God, they have no moral accountability to a higher power. Since they believe that Might
makes Right, they can choose any girl or boy they want to abuse.
Under Buddhism and Confucianism, Asians bowed to the State. Through Christianity they learned they
could have a relationship with the Creator and not just the property of the State. Amazingly China is the
place of greatest Christian revival in the world which is why the Communists persecute Christians, who
realize their new identity as someone liberated through their savior. As the old Christian hymn states, "I
was a slave, but now I am a King through Christ!"
Liberation through faith in Christ combined with the Rod of Iron is bad news for Communism. The
remnant that God has prepared must rise with the desire to share the Gospel of the Kingdom. The virus of
Communism will be eradicated. Read the Constitution of Cheon Il Guk. The returning Christ is just. The
gift of liberty from God will be protected. It comes with moral accountability. We must safeguard,
protect, and share these precious gifts from God with others.
We are not in control of world events. How the world is to be changed is not knowable. Jesus tells us, "If
you love me, follow me." We are like kids asking "are we there yet?" Trust your father who is God.
Believe and love. The world is being transformed.
Pray for Trump to respect the Bill of Rights and the Constitution. Freedoms of assembly and to bear arms
must not be infringed.
***********
Why is FFWPU in Japan Hiding Hak Ja Han's Autobiography?

On Feb. 1, the Autobiography of Hak Ja Han was published in Korea. Leaders of the Japanese FFWPU
were hesitant to publish this in Japan because members will compare it with True Father's Autobiography.
The Japanese version of the biography was published on March 10, with limited distribution through only
the FFWPU Japan bookstore in Tokyo. Although there are many photos of True Father and her together,
there is a shocking lack of testifying to him. It's all only about her accomplishments, especially those
during 7 years from 2013-2020, to show how she is "more capable than True Father," as sycophantic
Family Fed leaders like to say. If the FFWPU in Japan is truly proud of her autobiography why have they
only printed 1,000 copies?
I am tempted to start a petition to demand that large numbers of the English version be printed by the
FFWPU in the USA so that everyone can see for themselves whether she expresses real respect and
appreciation for True Father or not.
***********
May God bless you and your families!
Sincerely,
Richard
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